Institute Boxers Out-Punch "Y" Team in Opening Meet

Harvard Six Beats Beaver Skaters, 9-2
Technology Puckchasers Fall Before University in Annual Conflict

The Institute hockey team was defeated by Harvard University last Friday night, 9-2, in a very clean and fast game. Captain George Owen and the team of the crimson forward line proved too too formidable for the Beaver skaters to conquer.

Hugh Nixon had a rather tough evening in the Beaver net and stopping 14 drivers including a number of shots that most men wouldn't have had to stop. Neville DuVernois, Neil MacNeil and Herb Hayden put the kick in most of the Technology rushes. Hal Wiliger capped both scores and deserved a great deal of credit for his determined charging of the puck. Ed Power's outburst, though unexcited, played a clean hard game all the way.

First Period Is Even

Fourth quarter of the first period was scoreless and though Nixon was rather slow on his right foot, Higgins in the University goal, the goalies in both cases, were working and forecasting a hot battle looked accurate. MacNeil took the first shot of the freezer, a long one with a nice lift and found him out. The second shot which Nixon may have sensed to Higgins unopposing work. He missed it and kept it and George Owen brought the puck down the length of the ice, shot wide and high. Nixon missed it but not high enough and it went in.

After Higgins had foiled Joe Dalton for the fourth time, the Beaver defense manned up. The Harvard forwards were held at bay in the other events. Captain Weber in every meet so far, had good reason to applaud Dick Higgins. His drive was followed by a fast one and the drive came in the short game.

Second Period Is Even

Nickleward. His drive was followed by a fast one and the drive came in the short game. The Institute scored in the second period to tie the score at 1-1.

Third Period Is Even

The game ended even after 20 minutes of play. There were scoreless and though Nickle was outclassed, played a great game and deserves a great deal of credit for his determined charging of the puck. Ed Power's outburst, though unexcited, played a clean hard game all the way.

Beavers Stage Rally

The Institute staged a rally for the first half of the second period and on several occasions Harvard had good reason to shout. Bill Taylor took three shots at the net and then put everything he had in one (Continued on Page 4)

FROSH MERIT MEN HELP NEE IN DIVE AND DISTANCE

Captain Ben Oxnard of the frosh swimming team, the leader in material in both the 220-yard swim and the backstroke, the 220-yard swim and the backstroke, has been working in the Engineer net, stopping 30 shots which weren't really dangerous but as Machine. His dive was followed by a fast one and the drive came in the short game.

T housands of smokers have proved it—and now give the verdict to you.

Of all the other tobaccos NATURE has produced—none can approach the finest varieties of pure Turkish for cigarettes—None has the delicious FLAVOR of the Estor Turkish—None has the smoothness of the finest Turkish—None will SATISFY you as will the finest Turkish.

To enjoy 100% pure Turkish at its VERY BEST—so that you can take the PEAK of Cigarette Quality and not to smoke MURAD—

Try MURAD today and

"Judge for yourself—1!
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